
 

QTEK PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 

 
  

Splice Kits 
 Labour Saving Development  Time Saving Device  

  Eliminates Awkward Handling Problems  Increases Productivity  

  ESD Safe  Ensures an accurate and reliable joint     

 

 
General Information 
QTEK Splice Tapes guarantee precise and secure
connections of SMT component reels used in pick
and place machines. To avoid unnecessary
stoppages of pick and place machines QTEK Splice
Tapes provide precise attachment of new and
depleted component reels. The component reels
become securely joined, and the
cover tape can be peeled off
continuously across the joint thus
avoiding wastage of valuable
components. 
 
QTEK Splice Clip And Tape 
QTEK Splice Clip and Tape is an
innovative easy to use, labour-
saving development, which
ensures an accurate and reliable
connection when attaching new
and used reels in the electronic
manufacturing industry.   
 
Advantages of QTEK Splice Clip
and Tape 
 

Supporting Base           Polyester Film 

Total Thickness             0.055mm 2.2Mil 

Colour  Yellow or Blue 

Adhesive Strength         4N/cm  36oz/inch 

Tensile Strength 40N/cm 23lbs/inch 

Temperature Resistance Up to 130°C (266°F) 
The single operation combines both the clip and
splice tape on the one piece, eliminating the
awkward handling problems commonly associated
with the splicing process.  QTEK Splice Clip and
Tape is guaranteed to increase a company’s
productivity, with excellent joints each and every
time.   
 
While QTEK Splice Clip and Tape is marginally
more expensive than purchasing the splice tape
and clip separately, the benefits are seen from the
beginning in terms of less time spent splicing,
increased productivity, and improved quality of
spliced joints.   
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Tel: +353 (0) 91 850 222 Fax: +353 (
E-mail: info@qtek.com Website: www.
QTEK Splice Station 
The QTEK Splice
Station is an all-in-one
original solution to all
your splicing needs.
Advantages of the QTEK Splice
Station 
The QTEK Splice Station includes all
the necessities to attach a new and
depleted reel in the electronic
manufacturing industry, in a solid
portable trolley. The QTEK Splice
Station, is easily assembled, its
unique features include a secured
QTEK Splice Tool with placement
pins for increased accuracy, along
with a handheld QTEK Splice
scissors, and an axle to hold the
new reel, all encompassed in a
compact, mobile design.  The QTEK
Splice Station incorporates four
compartments to store various sizes
of splice tapes, and an ESD safe
waste bucket.  The entire station is
 Din Value ASTM Value

mounted on wheels for portability, which
have brakes for increased safety. The
trolley and all its various pieces are
completely ESD safe. 
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